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A tale of two teams

Charting toward

Traveling the road to high performance ‘World Class’

A

t the beginning of 2009, SRF had 25 unit
based teams (UBTs), with our sights set on
establishing a team in every department by
year’s end. On June 16, we accomplished that
goal (six months early!), with the launch of
Pharmacy UBTs (inpatient, outpatient, and
ambulatory care).
Engaging 24 new UBTs in six months was an
awesome accomplishment (hurray!), but to meet
our next regional goal, we still need 100 percent
of our teams to become “high-performers” by
December 31, 2010.

“We have 49 teams operating in San Rafael,
Petaluma, and Novato, but only 20 are ‘official’
UBTs (level four status or above), and just eight
teams are at level five,” explained SRF UBT
Consultant Joan Mah, OD. “The time is now for
everyone to catch the vision!” (For an explanation
of the five UBT levels, see the “High-five” story
on page 4.)
PET UBT is revved for excellence

Petaluma Surgical Subspecialties/GI (SS/GI),
which was one of SRF’s first UBTs to launch in
2007, is among the eight teams
that have reached level-five
status. To become a “high
performing” team, SS/GI staff
has integrated UBT efforts with
regular department meetings.
“We’re small enough that
the whole department can
function as a UBT,” said
Nursing Manager/ Team
Co-lead Carol Paz, RN. “As one
of the first teams formed, our
initial concern was finding a
consistent time to meet. Once
that was accomplished, our
entire staff became engaged.”
Most recently, the PET UBT
has focused its performance
Members of Petaluma’s Surgical Subspecialties/GI team are all smiles about being
improvement efforts on

H

ave you heard? Kaiser Permanente is
on a quest to rank among the “best
of the best” health care providers
by 2011!
To support that goal, San Rafael Medical
Center is making even greater efforts to
provide the very best care and service for
our members. We’re using the “Value
Compass” (below) to help chart our course
to world-class status, and keeping all points
(Best Service, Best Quality, Most Affordable,
and Best Place to Work) focused on
member/patient satisfaction as our truest
measure of success.
This special Service Spotlight edition is a
snapshot of the many ways that EVERYONE
—management, staff, volunteers, physicians,
other medical personnel—is teaming
together to reach the peak of health care
excellence. The stories in this newsletter
celebrate collaborative efforts that are
making meaningful changes throughout our
medical center. Congratulations and keep
up the great work! ■

one of SRF’s high-performing UBTs.

continued on page 4

Three departments, one mission
Clean Team reaches sustainable heights

What is the Performance Improvement
(PI) process?
PI uses a Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA)
process to engage management,
physicians, frontline staff, and other key
personnel in identifying and achieving
improvements.

T

he “Clean Team” on
Hospital 4-West is a role
model for taking three
Performance Improvement
(PI) essentials to heart:
engagement, collaboration, and
sustainability.
Established in 2008, Clean
Team members were among the
first SRF employees to learn and
apply the PI process. Today, the
team’s collective accomplishments exemplify the kind of
significant results management
and frontline staff can achieve
together by using the Plan,
Do, Study, Act (PDSA) and
Rapid Improvement models.
(see page 2)
“When management and staff
problem-solve together, they
continued on page 3

FAST FACTS

What do PI and UBTs have in common?
PI provides the tools for unit based teams
and other work groups to accomplish
improvement goals.
What’s the greatest challenge to
achieving performance improvement?
Initially, it’s getting everyone on board to
work together as a team. After achieving
initial goals, sustaining improvement is
the greatest challenge.

Dayshift EVS aide Doug Jones does his part to support the Cleanliness
Sustainability Team in sustaining patient satisfaction and further improving
hospital cleanliness.

The Materials/Inventory Team
takes stock of accountability

S

RF’s Materials/Inventory Team rallies around
“affordability” as its point of focus. Since
banding together in May, the team has made
inventory control its main priority.
“The first thing we did was try to identify where
things were going wrong, then we created a plan
to address the issues,” explained Materials Project
Manager Joel Conklin. “Our department oversees
the KP San Rafael ‘storeroom,’ where we keep
over 700 medical supplies, and we discovered

there was a lack of storeroom security.”
Over a short period of time, the PI team has
used the Plan, Do, Study, and Act process
(below) to increase storeroom security by:
• Developing new inventory-control and
purchase procedures.
• Installing new locks, limiting access.
• Identifying/reducing slow-moving medical
supplies that have long shelf-lives and take
up room.

“We’re also installing a
swipe card and camera
security system and
reaching out for
cooperation with nursing
supervisors and other
departments that access
the store,” said Evelyn
Bell, storekeeper II.
Getting everyone on
Storekeeper Eric Bush
board to support
advocates for a full
security changes has
team effort.
been the greatest
challenge.
“We’ve had a lot of success meeting our initial
benchmarks,” Conklin explained, “but now it’s a
matter of changing the culture to sustain
improvements.”
Maintaining accurate inventory and staff
accountability is critical, the team members
agreed.
“These new procedures won’t work unless
everyone does them,” said Eric Bush, storekeeper
II. “It has to be a full team effort.”
Although change can be difficult, “this is
something that must be done,” said Roscoe
Gumataotao, inventory storekeeper II. “It’s a
storeroom, and we need to keep accurate
inventory and hold everyone accountable for
what they take out.”
Pointing back to the Value Compass,
Distribution Supervisor Ken Colmar added:
“Ultimately, it’s all about saving money for our
members.” ■

The Materials/Inventory PI Team is working inter-departmentally to improve storeroom security.

PDSA =
rapid
improvement

S

RF Performance Improvement (PI) teams
strive to make their goals SMART—specific,
measurable, attainable, resolve-focused,
and timely.
While learning the Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA)
process, it’s best for teams to strive for less
complex process improvements, building to tackle
more complicated challenges with each success.
Sometimes, success comes with discovering a team
idea doesn’t work.
As Performance Improvement Director Steve
Province explained, “Change doesn’t necessarily
equal improvement, but improvement isn’t possible
without change.”
By making small tests of change, teams are able
to evaluate the effectiveness of their ideas in a
short period of time. ■
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continued from page 1

Three departments, one mission: Cleanliness
accomplish and sustain so process, however, so team members work done, but to do it well, we had
much more.”
to learn how to work together—as
are geared for the challenge.
The Clean Team
“Working within the PI process has well as when to get out of each
evolved to the next level
other’s way.”
changed our points of view,” said
of PI progress, after
“I think we’re all proud of working
EVS Shop Steward Sylvia Narvaez.
successfully completing a
“Sometimes EVS staff used to just
successfully in this team-based
hospital cleanliness
shake our heads about workers in
approach,” said Chief Engineer
Richard Newton. “We’ve all come up
project last November.
‘those other’ departments. Now, we
through the ranks, and none of us
Responsibility for
talk to one another and work
likes working in a top-down sort of
upholding the team’s
together to get things done.”
environment.” ■
“clean” improvements
CPFC Foreman Bradley Swanson
agreed, with a smile: “We all knew
expanded to the
Sustaining hospital cleanliness is a collaborative,
what we needed to do to get the
Cleanliness Sustainability
multi-department effort supported by PI team leads
Team,
a
collaborative
(left to right) Richard Newton, Steve Province, Gilbert
effort by EVS,
Saavedra, and Bradley Swanson.
Engineering, and
arrive at new ideas and approaches
Capital Projects Facilities
for achieving specific, sustainable
Construction (CPFC).
improvements,” said PI Director
The three departments
Steve Province.
developed a coordinated
Through collaborative, step-by-step 45-day maintenance cycle,
experimentation and evaluation, the
cooperatively repairing,
Clean Team standardized EVS
painting, and cleaning two
procedures and developed a
hospital rooms a day. SRF’s
cooperative approach to completing KP HealthConnect system
common tasks, across multiple
helped to streamline and
departments.
coordinate the process, but
“At first, it may seem harder for
teamwork remains the No. 1
varied personnel to build and take
factor for success.
action as a team, rather than to
Currently, the team is
operate from a management-driven
focused on sustaining
perspective,” said EVS Supervisor
improvements within the
Gilbert Saavedra. “However, when
changing economic
a team is committed, dedicated,
environment. Overcoming
SRF’s Environmental Services Department continues to receive regional acclaim for its
and willing to change, it can
barriers is part of the PI
Performance Improvement achievements.

More PI team efforts
Emergency Department to Hospital
Floor 60-minute Transfer Team
Co-leads: Kathy Chandler, RN,
ED assistant manager, and Gary
Haase, EVS supervisor
Goal: To sustain improvements
accomplished and enhance
accountability through BEDHUB
(the system that links the hospital
house supervisor, staffing, and
Environmental Services via the
KP HealthConnect “bed browser”
and nurse call system) to further
improve the percentage of patients
successfully transferred from our
ED to hospital in 60 minutes.

Hospital Rounding Team
Co-leads: Mark Taylor, MD, hospitalbased specialist, and Debbie Drake,
RN, assistant nurse manager,
Fourth Floor
Goal: To improve patient satisfaction
ratings on the HCAHPS discharge
satisfaction question by conducting
multidisciplinary rounding
interviews with patients regarding
their care prior to discharge.

Quiet Team
Co-leads: Charmaine Quackenbush,
RN, and Adrienne Paskal, RN,
nursing supervisor
Goal: To improve HCAHPS patient
satisfaction ratings regarding
hospital quiet by testing ideas to
decrease noise and create a more
restful, healing environment for
patients. Efforts include the Shhh!
Campaign (Silent Hospitals Help
Healing), which features posters of
the children of SRF staff,
encouraging hospital staff and
visitors to use their “quiet voices.” ■

The “Shhh!” poster campaign, featuring
children of SRF employees, is just one way
the Quiet Team is promoting a more
restful environment for our hospital
patients.

Best Place to Work... again!

R

ight in line with the Value Compass,
Kaiser Permanente Marin-Sonoma has
received “Best Places to Work” honors for
the fourth consecutive year by the North
Bay Business Journal.
San Rafael and Santa Rosa Medical Centers
were two of 55 companies in Marin, Sonoma,

and Napa to receive "the best" rating from
121 companies nominated for the honor.
In addition, Kaiser Permanente was the only
organization with more than 500 employees
to be acknowledged as one of the best.
Results are based on anonymous employee
feedback in an online survey, as well as extensive

data requested from nominated employers.
Congratulations to all our physicians and
employees! The award reflects your ongoing
efforts to provide the finest care and service for
our members and to create an atmosphere of
safety, support, quality, and respect for
coworkers. ■
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A tale of two teams

What is a Unit Based Team (UBT)?
A group of frontline staff and managers (plus
physicians and other health professionals,
where appropriate) that works collaboratively
to achieve tangible, positive results by
identifying areas for improvement, problemsolving, and enhancing quality.
What’s the greatest challenge for UBTs?
Helping team members realize that focusing
on performance improvement doesn’t mean
more work, it means focusing on the most
important work.
How do teams prioritize their efforts?
To support KP’s continued success, the LMP
Leadership Council has created priority areas
to get everyone “rowing in the same
direction”: quality, service, cost management,
revenue collection, disease prevention,
hospital/patient flow, and employee well-being
and satisfaction.
Downtown San Rafael Vision Essentials UBT members have their sights set on creating more seamless service among
the Ophthalmology, Optometry, and Optical Services departments.

increasing member/patient satisfaction.
“One thing we discovered was that patients in
one end of the waiting room weren’t easily visible
from the reception desk,” said Team Co-lead
Jenny Doyal, MA. “To help fix that issue, we
installed a curved mirror so that front-desk staff
can see everyone in the waiting room more
easily.”
In addition, the entire staff has become more
focused on interacting with patients—making
sure they receive timely attention and have their
needs met before leaving the clinic.
“It’s all about attention and focus,” said Paz.
“Sometimes the process takes a bit longer, but
it’s great to have everyone partnering to make
improvements.”
Vision Essentials sees the UBT vision

In Downtown San Rafael, one of SRF’s
youngest UBTs is putting the pedal to the metal

for performance improvement.
“Empowering our frontline staff has made a
huge difference,” said Ophthalmology Technician
Kisha Fant, co-lead of the Vision Essentials team.
“Before launching our UBT last spring, people
tended just to go to the manager when
something needed to get done. Now, everyone
is on board with a real sense of empowerment
to get things done themselves.”
The team collaborative brings together
personnel from Optometry, Ophthalmology, and
Optical Sales departments, including labor
representatives, a physician, optometrists, and
department management.
“Having Dr. Gorenberg on our team gives staff
a sense that we’re all in this together,” said Fant.
“It also gives him a sense of contributing to the
whole—it’s great!”
Peter Gorenberg, MD, agreed. “The UBT
approach gives an opportunity to construct a

more seamless bridge between Ophthalmology,
Optometry, and Optical services,” he said. “I think
approaching eye care from this global perspective
will ultimately improve the quality of care we
deliver to our patients on a daily basis.”
The team chose attendance as its first target for
improvement. “When we started out, our
departments had some real attendance problems,
but our UBT efforts have improved attendance so
dramatically, we’re ready to tackle our next
issue—workplace safety,” added SRF Optometrist
Janine Chin.
Like many UBTs, Vision Essentials needed time
to build trust and involvement among all team
members. “Over time, people connect with each
other while working on team goals, and they’re
able to really enjoy their successes along the
way,” Mah explained. “Success is something
everyone likes to celebrate!” ■

Gearing up to ‘high-five’ UBT status

T

he ultimate goal for SRF UBT teams is to achieve
(and maintain) level-five, high-performance status by
the end of 2010.
To achieve “high-five” performance, teams progress through
the following levels:
1. Pre-UBT status: Little or no UBT engagement/understanding.
2. Setting the foundation: Early stages of establishing a
functioning team.
3. Transition: Some team experience working jointly on
identified operational issues.
4. Tadah! The team meets UBT criteria: Mutual management/
full-staff engagement on performance improvement.
5. High-performing UBT: Fully successful, collaborative team
that sustains multi-targeted performance.
Currently, eight UBTs have reached level-five status: Petaluma
Surgical Subspecialties/GI, Clinical Laboratory, PET Optical Sales,
Environmental Services, Respiratory Therapy, Ob/Gyn, Chronic
Conditions Management/Complex Chronic Conditions, and
Operator Services (congratulations!).
UBT Consultant Joan Mah, OD, is confident that all SRF teams
will get revved to join this high-performing group.
“My job is to support our UBTs in becoming high-performing
teams that address issues in partnership,” said Mah. “It’s exciting
to watch the transformations happen!” ■
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UBT Consultant Joan Mah, OD (left), works closely with LMP Co-chair Tami Miller,
Human Resources (right), and former UBT Consultant Lana Rice (now a service unit
manager in the Downtown San Rafael Vision Essentials Department).

Hiking together
up ‘World-Class Mountain’

S

an Rafael Medical
Center is like the
Value Compass
come to life. The
ultimate goal of all
our various departments
and personnel points to
the same core value:
member-patient
satisfaction.
Striving to provide the
best care and service for
our members is nothing
new—we do it everyday.
However, to meet KP’s
regional goal of becoming
“world class” by Jan. 1,
2011, we need to up the
ante on our efforts.

FAST FACTS
What defines a World Class medical center?
Providing care and service for patients that
ranks among the absolute best in the United
States.
What are SRF’s goals for achieving World
Class care?
Our first inpatient goal is to reach the 50th
percentile of national hospital-patient
satisfaction scores (HCAHPS) by Dec. 31. SRF
clinics are striving to improve our excellent
member-patient satisfaction (MPS) scores even
more, compared with other Kaiser Permanente
and non-KP medical centers.
What’s the greatest challenge?
Being able to step outside our current patientcare routines to see how we can improve,
through patients’ eyes.

Assistant Nurse Manager Lynnann Lazzareschi conducts daily “rounding” with SRF
hospital patients, which helps to increase patients’ comfort levels and to promote
better outcomes.

Hospital inroads

Last November, SRF’s
inpatient units began an intense
Performance Improvement (PI)
campaign. PI teams formed to
address cleanliness and noise
issues, in addition to decreasing
the time it takes to transfer
patients from the Emergency
Department to hospital care.
As part of the improvement process, Director
of Service Excellence Tom Dennis, Hospital
Administration, began highlighting opportunities
for patient-focused improvements. He also
introduced employees to such successful tools
for improvement as Acknowledge, Introduce,
Duration, Explanation, and Thank You (AIDET)
and “rounding” techniques.
“In previous years, Kaiser Permanente only

compared our inpatient patient satisfaction
scores among KP facilities,” explained Dennis.
“Now our patient satisfaction ratings are
compared with those hospitals outside the KP
system, and they’re posted on the Internet for
public viewing. Beginning with patient discharges
on Oct. 1, 2011, these ratings will affect how
much reimbursement SRF receives from
Medicare, under the Value Based Purchasing
methodology.”
SRF’s success with inpatient satisfaction is
measured by the national Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems
(HCAHPS) survey. The survey is completed and
returned by recently discharged patients, whose
answers are compared with hospitals nationwide
to form our monthly HCAHPS rating.
On the heels of initial patient-centered
trainings, SRF’s overall HCAHPS rating rose more

What’s the best tool for achieving World
Class status?
To have physicians, management, staff, and
other medical personnel work collaboratively
throughout our medical center to identify areas
that need improvement, and make them.

than 50 points from December to May. During
the same timeframe, patients’ “willingness to
recommend” our hospital gained 28 points.
“The simple act of ‘rounding’—talking to
patients and their families, and demonstrating
genuine interest in their well-being—makes
people feel better,” said Chief Operating
Officer Jill Magri, RN. “That, in turn, raises our
satisfaction scores.”
Outpatient excellence

Over the past decade, San Rafael Medical
Center has maintained exceptional patientsatisfaction ratings from KP member/patients
receiving outpatient care and services.
Within our organization, outpatient satisfaction
continued on page 6

Integrating care with online services and technology

W

hen San Rafael Medical
Center goes live with KP
HealthConnect Inpatient
Phase II on Saturday, Nov. 14,
we’ll be able to celebrate the full
integration of our inpatient and
outpatient online services!
The cutover from paper to
electronic medical records in our
hospital is another important
component for achieving the
“world-class” care we’re striving to
provide our members. Post go-live,

KP physicians, nurses, and allied
health professionals will be able to
access a patient’s complete medical
record at the SRF hospital bedside,
and at KP facilities regionwide
(eventually, programwide!).
Kaiser Permanente is one of only
15 health plans nationwide to offer
patients the many benefits of such
advanced medical technology—an
achievement that puts KP at the
national forefront of medical
technology. ■

SRF’s multidisciplinary team of clinical informatics coordinators (CICs) serves as an
invaluable resource for the transition to KP HealthConnect Inpatient Phase II. Hats off
to this fabulous foursome (left to right): Dorothy Childs, RN , representing the Ancillary,
ADT, IS, HIM, Radiology & Laboratory domains; Taira Roder, RN, representing the Adult
Services Domain; Tara Williams, RN, representing the Emergency Department Domain;
and Jennifer Vankirk, RN, representing the PeriOperative Domain.
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Hiking together up ‘World-Class Mountain’
is measured by the Member Patient Satisfaction
(MPS) Survey, which compares our patients’
satisfaction with other KP Northern California
medical centers. Main survey categories include:
overall care experience, access to care, phone
service, specialty access, and familiarity.
Outside the KP system, we compare SRF
outpatient satisfaction to other health plans
and medical groups through the Consumer
Assessment of Health Plans (CAHPS) and
Patient Assessment (PAS) surveys.
“The first step in retaining our high satisfaction scores is by hiring people who have an
outstanding service attitude and behavior,” said
Physician in Chief Gary Mizono, MD. “We
emphasize SRF’s commitment to service
excellence during physician and employee
orientations, and we handle any patient
grievances and complaints as opportunities to
learn and improve. We also focus on creating a
healthy and safe environment for staff to work
in and serve our members.”
Since 1995, San Rafael Medical Center has
been a leader in regional MPS scores.
“The Permanente Medical Group has been
on a journey with MPS for more than 17 years,
moving all of KP Northern California to improve
over that time,” said Medical Group
Administrator Pat Kendall. “San Rafael has
improved every quarter, year after year, leading
KP Northern California. Most recently, our
position relative to other KP medical centers
has dropped only because other facilities have
improved at a faster rate.”
It’s important to note that SRF still ranks
highest in all of Northern California on how
patients rate their “care experience” and
“familiarity” at our facilities.
“I am very proud of these ratings, because they
both relate to members’ actual experience when
they visit our medical facilities,” said Dr. Mizono.
“There is a very good correlation between
internal satisfaction scores and how we compare
to outside providers and health plans. Therefore,
since most of our MPS measures have risen to
their highest levels ever, I suspect our external
survey ratings will rise as well.”
Where do we go from here?

To reach SRF’s world-class goals, the only

SRF’s Internal Medicine Department consistently contributes to SRF’s world-class efforts by regularly registering top
Member Patient Satisfaction Survey scores.

direction our patient satisfaction scores can go
is UP! How will we get there? By working
collaboratively to achieve patient satisfaction
that ranks us with the “best of the best” health
care providers in the nation.
Ongoing patient-satisfaction surveys and other
quality measures help our medical center to
pinpoint opportunities for improvement, as
well as strategies for success. For example,
challenges in SRF’s primary- and specialty-care
access, and our phone service, have affected
patient satisfaction ratings, according to
Dr. Mizono.
“Knowing this, we’re in the process of fixing
access issues, which also will improve our phone
service and result in greater overall satisfaction,”
he said.
In the inpatient setting, reaching and
maintaining a 50th percentile ranking in HCAHPS
patient-satisfaction scores this fall is critical to
achieving our 2009 regional goal. Complicating

matters is the simultaneous need for our
hospital personnel to learn and transition to
KP HealthConnect Phase 2 on Nov. 14 go-live.
“Without a doubt, KP HealthConnect will
enhance our patient care and service, but we
need to remember that personal attention
remains the key factor to patient satisfaction,”
said Magri. “Our challenge is to keep patient
interaction as our top priority while we learn
to interface with the new computer system.”
In health care’s ever-changing environment,
there will always be new challenges to delivering
“the best” care and service—that’s what makes
achieving (and maintaining) “world-class” status
such an honor.
“Providing the very best care and service for
our members is at the heart of our drive to
become world-class,” said Kendall. “As long as we
stay focused on our patients—and support one
another—we’ll remain sure-footed on our climb
to the top.” ■

A ‘cheat sheet’ for survey acronyms!

D

ata we receive from patient satisfaction surveys is important for plotting our path to world-class success. Survey
acronyms can sound like a foreign language, however, so this acronym “cheat sheet” can help you to differentiate one
survey from the next.

• HCAHPS = Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems Survey. This 27-question survey asks discharged hospital patients
to rate everything from their general hospital experience to specific questions about care received from nurses and doctors, the hospital environment,
and discharge procedures. Patients rate their care from always to never. Patient answers are compared with hospitals nationwide to form our monthly
percentile ranking.
• MPS = Member Patient Satisfaction Survey. This outpatient survey compares SRF patients’ satisfaction with other KP Northern California medical
centers on a quarterly basis. Main survey categories include: overall care experience, access to care, phone service, specialty access, and familiarity.
• CAHPS = Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey. This survey is required by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), the
organization responsible for accrediting health plans.
• PAS = Patient Assessment Survey. This survey measures patients’ physician-care experience. Publicly reported results are used as measurement tools
by physician groups, health plans, and consumers.
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